Development, machine construction and engineering

The company is strong in Europe and in the Middle East, where it is represented in Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, United Arab Emirates, Qatar, and Turkey. The company also has branches in the USA, UK, China, and India. The company is one of the largest companies in the field of food technology and is able to offer its customers a comprehensive range of services.

The company has been in the business of producing pasta machines since 1990. In recent years, the company has invested heavily in research and development, and has been able to develop a number of new and innovative products.

The company produces pasta machines for the following fields:

- Pasta manufacturing
- Sandwich production
- Pizza production
- Ice cream production
- Biscuit production

The company offers a wide range of pasta machines, from small, manual models to large, automatic ones. The machines are made of stainless steel and are designed to be easy to operate and maintain.

The company has partnerships with several companies, including:

- GHT GmbH
- GBT GmbH
- GBT GmbH

The company is located in the following countries:

- Germany
- Italy
- Spain
- USA

The company has a strong focus on sustainability and has implemented a number of environmental measures to reduce its impact on the environment.

The company is a member of the following associations:

- European Pasta Association (EPA)
- International Pasta Committee (IPC)

The company is committed to innovation and is constantly developing new products to meet the needs of its customers.

The company offers a comprehensive service, including:

- Sales
- Technical support
- Training

The company is always looking for new opportunities to expand its business and is open to partnerships with other companies.

The company is located at:

- GHT GmbH
- GBT GmbH
- GBT GmbH

The company's contact details are as follows:

- GHT GmbH
  - Germany
  - Phone: +49 721 99079 30
  - Email: info@ght-gmbh.de
  - Website: www.ght-gmbh.de

- GBT GmbH
  - Germany
  - Phone: +49 721 99079 53
  - Email: info@gbt-gmbh.de
  - Website: www.gbtagmbh.de

- GBT GmbH
  - Germany
  - Phone: +49 721 99079 53
  - Email: info@gbt-gmbh.de
  - Website: www.gbtagmbh.de

In such a way that communication with the company's business management software enables production planning defined by the sides.

The most important development achievements from GHT GmbH include the following development at the Olympia dough divider. The GHT Olympia combines gentle dough handling with high accuracy. Because, on the one hand, only as much dough is sucked in during each operation as was previously formed, and on the other hand, due to the separate movements of the free and pinched rounder, the dough is not over-mixed, which means it lies in the dough and its structure is being created.

In the spring of this year, GHT presented the Nova, a new dough divider for tyre doughs and free and mixed doughs. The dough does not contain any screws. Here, compression is achieved using a system of corrugated press plates which are pressed against the dough by means of the guide and compress it gently in the same time, so that any additives are retained, such as vegetables, nuts, fruits etc., are not destroyed. The maximum hourly capacity of this guinea dough divider for 400 and 450mm doughs is 3570 kg.

A completely new member of the product range is an innovative dispenser that operates like a valve. First of all it opens the edges and if the paste chartreuse and adjusts the paste and looks to a certain point, it then grips the chartreuse and forms it over so that the base of the cone is formed. Inspection of which you rotate it upwards, the dispenser adapts to it and avoids the need for any tool changes. At the end of the 2015, GHT will also exhibit a new long edge pusher in a press breaker that produces flat pieces in such a way that the cut surfaces face upwards.

Stainless steel, machine construction and engineering are areas that are on an equal footing in GHT's range, and all have one thing in common: the need to find solutions that guarantee the quality and efficiency of baking businesses, a.s.